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Abstract

The empirical evidence from a growing body of academic literature clearly suggests that oil
price increases and volatility dampen macroeconomic growth by raising inflation and
unemployment and by depressing the value of financial and other assets. Surprisingly, this
issue seems to have received little attention from energy policy makers.
In percentage terms, the Oil-GDP effect is relatively small, producing losses in the order of
0.5% of GDP for a 10% oil price increase. In absolute terms however, even a 10% oil price
rise— and oil has risen at least 50% in the last year alone— produces GDP losses that, could
they have been averted, would significantly offset the cost of increased RE deployment.
While we focus on renewables, the GDP offset applies equally to energy efficiency, DSM and
nuclear and other non-fossil technologies. This paper draws on the empirical Oil-GDP
literature, which we summarize, to show that by displacing gas and oil, renewable energy
investments can help nations avoid costly macroeconomic losses produced by the Oil-GDP
effect.
We show that a 10% increase in RE share avoids GDP losses in the range of $29–$53 billion
in the US and the EU ($49–$90 billion for OECD). These avoided losses offset one-fifth of
the RE investment needs projected by the EREC and half the OECD investment projected by
a G-8 Task Force. For the US, the figures further suggest that each additional kW of
renewables, on average, avoids $250–$450 in GDP losses, a figure that varies across
technologies as a function of annual capacity factors. We approximate that the offset is worth
$200/kW for wind and solar and $800/kW for geothermal and biomass (and probably
nuclear). The societal valuation of non-fossil alternatives needs to reflect the avoided GDP
losses, whose benefit is not fully captured by private investors. This said, we fully recognize
that wealth created in this manner does not directly form a pool of public funds that is easily
earmarked for renewables support.
Finally, the Oil-GDP relationship has important implications for correctly estimating direct
electricity generating cost for conventional and renewable alternatives and for developing
more useful energy security and diversity concepts. We also address these issues.
KEYWORDS: Oil price shocks, oil price volatility, Oil-GDP effects, renewable energy,
RES-E targets, financial beta risk, funding renewables.
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I. Overview
The empirical evidence from a growing body of academic literature clearly suggests that oil
price increases and volatility dampen macroeconomic growth by raising inflation and
unemployment and depressing the value of financial and other assets, at least in oil consuming
nations.2 The idea that rising oil prices and their volatility stifle economic activity is not new.
A quarter-century ago, the US Congressional Budget Office, under the leadership of Alice
Rivlin, a highly regarded economist, estimated that the 1973 oil price increases cost the US
economy $350 billion [US Congressional Budget Office, 1981]. More recently Greene and
Tishchishyna (2000) of Oak Ridge National Labs, estimated that from 1970 to 2000, oil price
3
movements imposed up to $7 trillion in costs on the US. By now, the negative relationship
between oil prices/volatility and GDP is widely accepted in the literature and seems virtually
axiomatic. For example, Yang et al. (2002, 107) flatly state "Higher [oil] prices [yield]
subsequent recessions in oil consuming nations, as oil prices are negatively correlated to
economic activities."
The so-called Oil-GDP relationship has been statistically measurable since the late 1940s
(Jones et al., 2004) and although the empirical evidence has grown and become more
significant in the last 20 years, energy policy makers have shown little interest in this
literature or in the powerful implications of the negative Oil-GDP relationship. Perhaps they
assume that dealing with the powerful fiscal and economic consequences of oil price shifts is
in the purview of central bankers and finance ministers. Recent dramatic oil price increases
and rising volatility however, seem to have brought the issue to the forefront. The news
media routinely discusses the macroeconomic effects of recent oil price increases (e.g.
Business Week, 2003, 2004a,b; The Economist, 2002, 2004a,b; FT, 2004a) while Alan
Greenspan and other prominent economists (CNN, 2004) along with TV stock market pundits
everywhere venture guesses about how the latest round of price increases (or decreases) will
affect GDP and financial markets.
Even the IEA, which long ignored the issue, recently estimated that a $10 oil price increase
would lop 0.5% off global GDP creating $255 billion in losses over several years (IEA,
4
2004). The IEA however makes no mention of the significant implications its estimate
carries for renewable energy (RE) and other non-fossil technologies. In absolute terms, the
magnitude of these figures is staggering. Yet economists and the press widely conclude that
the economy will “shake off” such oil spike effects (e.g. CNN, 2004).

2

The literature tends to focus on consuming nations, although more recent evidence (e.g. IEA, 2004)
applies globally.
3
With 43% due to GDP losses, 31% to wealth transfers and 26% to macroeconomic adjustment
losses.
4
0.5% of world GDP is approximately $168 billion. It also estimated losses for the Euro-zone of
0.5% of GDP and 0.4% in OECD countries over two years.
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While the percentages involved may seem small, the Oil-GDP effect has significant
5
ramifications for RE that policy makers do not seem to grasp. For example, although US
Energy Secretary Spencer Abraham sympathized that fossil price increases hurt people’s
pocketbooks and livelihoods (Reuters/Planetark, 2001), energy policy— in the US and
elsewhere— clearly seems to have missed the seemingly straightforward idea that renewable
energy mitigates exposure to such fossil risk and that this can help nations avoid costly
economic losses. Reducing oil-dependency produces sizeable benefits (Lovins et al., 2004).
Indeed our calculations show that RE investments in the US and the EU may be significantly
offset by avoided Oil-GDP induced losses. It is difficult to comprehend such a massive
energy policy failure that continues to ignore the powerful cost reduction and risk-mitigating
benefits of renewables and efficiency. We focus on renewables, although the arguments
apply equally to nuclear and other fossil-free technologies and energy efficiency.
Aspects of the risk-mitigating properties of renewables also serve to enhance their investment
valuation in a capital-market theory context. The Oil-GDP relationship affects the value of
renewables as well as the calculative procedures through which their value is estimated in the
following principal ways:
a. The Oil-GDP relationship affects the procedures for correctly estimating the direct
generating costs of renewable and fossil generating technologies. Analysts routinely
estimate generating costs using discounted cash flow (DCF) procedures. The OilGDP relationship indirectly affects the discount rates used in this process, which in
turn has the effect of producing significantly larger present value costs for fossil-based
generation.
b. The Oil-GDP relationship affects how we conceptualize, define and attain energy
diversity and security objectives. It suggests that as a pre-eminent security objective,
policy makers promote the creation of efficient energy portfolios that minimize
needless exposure to fossil risk.
c. The Oil-GDP relationship has important ramifications for the societal valuation of RE,
energy efficiency and nuclear to the extent that these investments displace gas and oil,
which reduces their market price and potentially their volatility. This in turn serves to
avoid the negative effects of Oil-GDP relationship.
This is the principal focus of the paper. Based on our survey of the statistical evidence,
we argue that economic wealth released by avoiding negative Oil-GDP consequences
produces a source of funds for commercializing and further deploying renewables.
We are not aware of any policy initiative that seeks to exploit the Oil-GDP
relationship as a basis for both justifying renewables, which may have higher
accounting costs as compared to conventional technologies, as well as for providing a
source for funding their deployment.
A G8 Task Force recently estimated that achieving an 8.6% RE share of OECD
electricity output (excluding large hydro) will require public investment of USD$90–
5

Perhaps with the notable exception of Rodrigo Rato, IMF managing director, who recently called for
alternative energy as a means of mitigating the Oil-GDP effect (Financial Times, 2004b). Energy
policy makers may simply feel the Oil-GDP issue is properly the purview of monetarists and central
bankers.
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$120 billion over the next 10 years (G8 Report, 2001, 28). Similarly, the European
Renewables Energy Council and the European Wind Energy Association (EREC,
2004; see also Zervos, 2004) estimate that €140 billion is needed in the EU over 10
years to achieve a 12% RE target and €443 billion over 20 years for a 20% target
(EREC, 2004).
We argue that these RE outlays will be subsidized or offset by avoided GDP losses.
We calculate this offset using empirical oil-GDP elasticities from the literature, along
with US-EIA and other studies that estimate the extent to which RE deployment
lowers the market prices of gas. This enables us to calculate the reduced GDP loss
expectations produced by increased RE shares.
Our results suggest that relatively modest 10% RES-E (RE share-electricity) increases
can avoid oil-induced GDP losses in the range of $58 –$106 billion for the US and EU
combined, $49–$90 for the OECD and $95–$176 globally, although the last estimate
may be considerably less reliable. This suggests that avoided Oil-GDP induced losses
could largely offset projected RE outlay requirements estimated by EREC/EWEA and
the G8.
The paper proceeds as follows. In Section II, we review the implications of the Oil-GDP
relationship for valuing renewables and for developing meaningful concepts and measures of
energy security and diversity. In Section III we review the relevant empirical literature on the
Oil-GDP relationship. We apply the statistical evidence in Section IV and develop a set of
plausible estimates of the extent to which further RE deployment, possibly through
renewables targets and standards might mitigate economic losses induced by the Oil-GDP
relationship. We generally find that additional RE deployment outlays are, to a significant
extent, offset by avoided wealth losses that would otherwise be incurred through the oil-GDP
effect. We conclude in Section V.

II.

How the Oil-GDP Relationship Affects Electricity Generating Cost
Estimates and Energy Security/Diversity Concepts

The macroeconomic Oil-GDP relationship has direct microeconomic and financial
consequences that affect the relative value of fossil-fired generation as compared to
renewables. Energy planners routinely use discounted cash flow (DCF) procedures to
produce electricity generating cost estimates. These are invariably based on arbitrary discount
rates, and hence produce results with no economic interpretation (Awerbuch, 2003a,b). The
Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM), a part of modern finance theory, provides a more
reliable means for estimating discount rates for fossil fuel and other generating cost
components on the basis of estimated fossil fuel betas (Awerbuch, 1993, 1995, 2000,
2003a,b). Correctly applied, the CAPM shows generating costs for gas-fired plant that are
considerably higher than traditional estimates obtained using arbitrary engineering discount
rates.
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Beta, a measure of financial covariance risk, provides the basis for estimating discount rates
for generating projects. CAPM discount rates are a simple linear function of beta.6 The
negative macroeconomic relationship between oil prices and GDP gives rise to the
expectation that fossil fuel cash flow betas will also be negative. Indeed a number of
researchers (Kahn and Stoft, 1993; Awerbuch, 1993, 1995; Bolinger et al., 2004) have
7
reported empirically estimated cash flow betas for oil and gas that are negative. This means
that the true cost of fossil generation far exceeds commonly held beliefs. It also means that
future outlay streams for gas and other fossil fuels are highly risky for project developers,
although history suggests that most of this risk is passed through to electricity consumers.
A negative fossil fuel beta implies a required discount rate below the risk free rate of return—
8
currently in the range of 3% for the US and many EU countries. Yet fossil generating costs
are widely estimated using arbitrary discounts in the range of 5%–10% (e.g. see
IEA/NEA/OECD, 1998) and even 15% (see DTI, 2003). Higher discount rates yield lower
present values that dramatically understate the true cost of fossil-based generation (e.g.
Awerbuch, 1993, 1995, 2000, 2003a,b).
The Oil-GDP effect has microeconomic
consequences. It implies that widely estimated fossil generating costs understate their true
risk-adjusted values by 50% and more.
Proper valuation of fossil fired generating projects has the effect of making renewables
relatively more competitive than widely believed. However, the Oil-GDP relationship has
still other consequences for the direct valuation of renewables. Both the macroeconomic (OilGDP effect) and the microeconomic (e.g. financial beta) evidence suggest that fossil prices
rise during bad economic times— as they have done over the last three years— when GDP
and other asset values are depressed. This in turn implies that renewables and other non-fossil
generating alternatives provide counter-cyclical benefits— i.e. they are worth more when
other assets are in decline (Lind, 1982).
So while the value of renewable generating assets clearly changes in response to fluctuating
fossil prices, the changes are systematic, and highly desirable. Non-fossil generating assets
are worth more when fossil prices are higher, which is correlated with periods of low
economic activity and low asset values. This idea seems to have been first suggested by
Robert Lind and Nobel Laureate J. Kenneth Arrow, who describe RE investments as a form of
"national insurance" (Lind, 1982) that pays off during bad economic times. This hedge value
of RE is a significant, but little recognized benefit of adding these technologies to the
generating portfolio.

6

A CAPM discount rate = Rf +β(RP), where Rf is the risk-free rate, and RP is the market risk
premium.
7
Although the magnitude of the negative values varies over time (e.g. Bolinger et al., 2004), it is not
uncommon to find fluctuating beta estimates even for widely published equity betas.
8
Negative cash flow betas are not unusual. They imply that a cash flow stream, e.g. projected fossil
fuel outlay, rises when other asset values are in decline. The Oil-GDP relationship makes this result
expectational. On the other hand, negative equity betas— those estimated by stock analysts— are rare
since they imply a financial asset that moves opposite to the rest of the market thereby forming a
hedge. While few examples exist, gold share prices have exhibited this property from time to time, as
have the shares of oil-exploration firms (Awerbuch, 1992).
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Implications for energy diversity and security goals
Security is a pre-eminent energy theme. There is no general agreement on how to define or
measure it, although people instinctively recognize that maintaining portfolio diversity helps
foster energy security. Diversity generally means a greater share of RE and other non-fossil
sources. Security efforts often focus on how to cope with abrupt fossil supply disruptions.
However, there exists a subtler and yet more powerful security idea: protecting against the
risk of fossil fuel price increases (Awerbuch and Berger, 2003; see also Toman, 2002, Leiby,
2002). Energy security is reduced when countries (and individual firms) hold inefficient
generating portfolios that are needlessly exposed to fossil risk. Efficient generating
portfolios, on the other hand, minimize society's energy price risk.
People assume fossil prices are risky because they are difficult to predict, but this is only part
of the story. As we have already suggested, fossil price volatility presents a special type of
systematic risk that cannot be diversified. For national economies, the real risk of fossil price
volatility is its negative impact on macroeconomic activity, through the Oil-GDP effect. The
empirical literature we review in the next section suggests that oil price level changes and
volatility imposes sizeable costs on the economies of oil consuming nations. Our view of
energy security suggests that needless exposure to the Oil-GDP risk causes sizeable wealth
and welfare losses. The value of such reduced security is more profound than traditional
"energy security" concepts that focus on abrupt supply disruption.
Many people believe that RE-based electricity costs more. They therefore conclude that
diversity must also cost more. They figure that when wind energy at 5 cent/kWh is added to a
3-cent/kWh fossil generating mix, overall cost must rise. But talking about generating costs
without also talking about financial risks created primarily by fuel price volatility is like
watching a movie with the sound turned off: you miss a big part of the story. Adding RE
technologies to a fossil portfolio may well raise overall weighted-average cost. But it also
produces a second effect, equally important but widely ignored: it reduces risk (Awerbuch,
2004a,b). The two effects will always combine to reduce expected generating costs. Greater
renewables presence in the generating mix therefore enhances energy security while it reduces
cost.
The next section surveys the empirical evidence in support of an Oil-GDP effect. To the
extent they correlate negatively with economic indicators, future oil (and natural gas) price
streams represent highly risky obligations for energy consumers. Every time oil (and natural
gas) prices rise, economic activity— people's income and the value of their assets— declines
by some measure. Capital market theory as well as common sense, tells us that a fluctuating
future cost stream is risky. All the more so if it rises at times when economic activity and
asset values are in decline. This adds an important dimension to fossil price risk and the idea
of energy security and diversity. Subsequent sections evaluate the extent to which the OilGDP relationship further supports RE investments.
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III. Oil Price Changes and Economic Activity— The Empirical Evidence
9

This section provides a non-technical survey of the empirical Oil-GDP literature. While not
exhaustive, our survey highlights the key developments, summarizes the major conclusions
and provides the background and context for our subsequent estimate of the extent to which
RE deployment might serve to mitigate the oil-GDP effects.
In addition to creating wealth transfers from oil importing to exporting economies, oil price
changes affect macroeconomic activity in a number of ways. Oil price increases reduce
production output and wages. They induce inflationary tendencies and raise interest rates,
thereby reducing aggregate demand. Moreover, it is becoming increasingly clear that in
addition to oil price levels, oil price volatility creates uncertainty that reduces wealth and
stifles investment. Oil price changes do not affect all industries uniformly. Given capital and
labour inflexibility, oil price changes alter the relative cost of goods and services, which shifts
demand and raises unemployment in those sectors most affected. Monetary policy responses
influence the macroeconomic impact of oil price shocks, at times worsening them, as
subsequently discussed.
The study of oil price changes and their macroeconomic consequences seems to have its roots
in the US, and is often traced to Hamilton’s (1983) influential study which found that rising
oil prices preceded seven of eight post-war US recessions (between 1948–1980). Oil price
increases alone are not a necessary or sufficient condition for recessions. Expected inflation,
monetary policy responses and the environment in which price changes occur also influence
their GDP effects. While all of these factors play a role, the overwhelming weight of the
evidence suggests that a 10% oil price increase induces GDP losses in the range of 0.5% to
perhaps as much as 1.0% of GDP, for several quarters, or perhaps permanently. Hamilton’s
results essentially confirmed those of Darby (1982) and Bruno and Sachs (1982). The results
were extended to other industrialized countries (Burbidge and Harrison, 1984) and were
shown to have remained unchanged with the 1973 embargo (Gisser and Goodwin, 1986).
The oil price-GDP effect is not just a post-embargo innovation, but can be traced back to the
1940s. Hooker (1996) found that for the 1948-1972 pre-embargo period, a 10% oil price rise
reduces GDP by 0.6 percentage points. Post embargo, especially when the 1986 oil price
collapse is included, the US Oil-GDP relationship appears even stronger (Mork, 1989).
The macroeconomic effects of oil price changes are not limited to the US, but have been
measured in Greece, (Papapetrou, 2001) and by Mork et al. (1994) in Canada, Japan, West
Germany, France, and the UK, although the effect did not hold in Norway, an oil exporter.
While the effects vary from country to country, they are overall less dissimilar than expected,
even for the oil exporting UK, where the GDP impact is similar to that of oil importing
countries (Mork et al., 1994).
By the early 1990s, it was widely believed in the US that the new information economy and
the dot-com explosion would serve to make the oil-GDP relationship obsolete. Tatom (1993),
For additional details see Sauter and Awerbuch (2002), as well as the very useful technical reviews
in Jones and Leiby (1996), Greene and Tishchishyna (2000) and Jones et al. (2004); Lovins et al.
(2004) provide a broad quantitative and qualitative assessment of oil price impacts and categorize the
literature by topical headings.
9
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however, found that the US’s exposure to oil price changes remained unchanged in spite of
the wide perception that the US economy had become less sensitive to oil.
The oil-GDP relationship is not limited to inflation and output effects. Rising oil prices affect
stock markets (Jones and Kaul 1996) and are generally a predictor of stock returns in the postwar period. Oil price hikes had a “significant and detrimental” effect on the US stock market
(1996, 471) because oil shocks raise costs and reduce earnings (Sadorsky, 1999; Papapetrou,
2001). Efficient financial markets therefore react with an immediate stock price decline
(Sadorsky, 1999, 458).
One of the tricky questions surrounding the oil-GDP issue is how oil price changes can
produce such dramatic results when oil accounts for only 3% of GDP in the US. Rotemberg
and Woodford (1996) and others tackled this question by excluding government activity,
which is relatively unaffected by pricing and production decisions. They discovered that
private output indeed declines following a positive oil price “innovation” so that a 1% oil
price increase reduced output by 0.25% after five to seven quarters (Rotemberg and
Woodford, 1996, 555). This equates to a 2.5% output reduction for a 10% oil price increase,
nearly four times the Hooker (1996) result.
Asymmetry in effects
Symmetry in the oil—GDP relationship would imply that oil price decreases should stimulate
GDP. Although rising oil prices reduced economic growth during the 1980s, the sharp 1986
price declines brought into question whether the Oil-GDP relationship might be asymmetric,
implying that while price increases produce negative consequences, price decreases do not
affect GDP. Mork (1989) separated oil price increases from decreases and found that
increases influence economic growth while decreases have only very small effects, if any.
Other factors also contribute to asymmetry, e.g.: oil price increases are integrated more
10
quickly in refined product prices than are price decreases (Huntington, 1998). Mork et al.,
(1994), studying the US, Japan, Germany, France, UK, and Norway, found that oil price
increases and decreases both produce negative economic impacts in the US and to a lesser
extent in Germany and Canada, with ambiguous results for the other countries. Other studies
(e.g. Lee et al., 1995) confirmed asymmetry for the US. Interestingly, although the US is less
dependent on imported oil than other OECD countries, US price shocks seem to produce more
powerful effects. Ferderer (1996) also suggests an asymmetric relationship arguing that
positive oil price changes have twice as much influence on industrial production than do
negative ones.
It seems that the traditional Oil-GDP relationship changed post–1986 and could no longer be
described by a linear or even asymmetric model. However, asymmetric effects were
evidenced in 1986 and in 1998, when sudden oil price declines were coupled with
macroeconomic losses (Greene and Tishchishyna, 2000). A number of approaches have been
taken to better understand the asymmetry puzzle, particularly in the US. These are described
next.
Monetary Policy as an Explanatory Factor for Asymmetry
10

Price increases are passed through to consumers rather quickly, raising prices 1.4% in the first year
and 2.2% in the second year (Huntington, 1998).
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Monetary and fiscal policy plays a role in the GDP effects that oil prices changes produce.
Although monetary policy response is often immediate in an effort to prevent inflation, the
response is not always symmetric after oil price decreases. Ferderer (1996), however, found a
significant relationship between oil price increases and counter-inflationary responses.
Nevertheless, he finds that price increases predict output, monetary policies notwithstanding.
Potentially “asymmetric” monetary policy responses therefore, do not seem to fully explain
the asymmetry of oil price shocks. Other evidence (Bernanke et al., 1997), suggests the
opposite, i.e.: that recessions following the major shocks of 1973, 1979-80, and 1990 were
caused by monetary policy, rather than the oil shock itself! Hamilton and Herrera (2004) reexamined the data and concluded that monetary policy could not have balanced the oil price
shock impacts. They questioned whether monetary policy is sufficiently flexible in response
to oil shocks. While it may possibly control inflation, could it quickly avert economic
downturn? Indeed the more recent evidence (e.g. Balke et al., 2002) suggests monetary
policy does not explain oil shock effects.
In general, policies that do not change expectations quickly or that cannot be expected to
persist cannot offset the consequences of oil shocks in the short run (Tatom, 1993).
Generally, the influence of oil shocks on employment between 1972 and 1988 was twice as
important as the monetary policy responses (Davis and Haltiwanger, 2001). Merrill Lynch
observes that the combined effects of oil price increases and monetary policy produce a
Trifecta of Trouble that curbs GDP by an average of 2.5 percentage points the following year
(CNN, 2004). Although the evidence is somewhat contradictory, “The division of
responsibility” between monetary policy and oil price shocks for oil-price shock induced
recessions, has “leaned heavily” toward the oil price shocks (Jones et al., 2004).

The influence of oil price volatility
Oil price movements from 1948–1985 generally took the form of price increases. This pattern
abruptly changed with the 1986 price collapse, which initiated a series of large positive and
negative price swings reflecting a substantial rise in oil price volatility, defined as the standard
deviation of periodic changes. For example, world oil prices stood at $21.02 in the first
quarter of 1997. Two years later, by the first quarter of 1999, it had dropped 50% to $10.86,
only to nearly triple again to $29.11 by the third quarter of the following year (EIA, July
2002).
Given the increasing oil price volatility, the classical model and its focus on price level no
longer sufficed. Lee et al. (1995) showed that Mork’s (1989) classical model lost some of its
statistical significance when applied to post–1988 data, an infirmity that could be remedied by
an oil price “shock” variable which reflects surprise— the degree to which an oil price
movement departs from the historic pattern. Sudden, strong oil price increases in a stable
market produce more powerful GDP impacts.
A broader research emphasis, that now also reckoned with the effects of price volatility, began
to confirm what many suspected intuitively, that volatility has a considerable influence on
output. Volatile prices cause investment insecurity (Ferderer, 1996) and might underlie a 0.7
percentage point loss of US GDP growth between 1999 and 2001 (EIA, ibid.). This
percentage translates to permanent GDP losses in the range of $75 billion for each of those
years. Oil price volatility is a major source of business cycle uncertainty and is “important” in
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explaining the performance of technology stocks (Sadorsky, 2003), widely believed to be
unaffected by oil price movements.
Post-1986 oil price upturns were often immediately followed by even larger downturns, a
condition observed by Hamilton (1996), who introduced the NOPI (net oil price increase) idea
to evaluate the relative surprise of oil price movements by comparing current price with the
maximum value observed during the preceding four quarters (Hamilton, 1996, 217). Applied
to post–1986 data, NOPI shows that individual price increases generally represented simple
corrections to earlier declines. In contrast to Hooker, Hamilton found that the oil-GDP
relation remained statistically significant over a remarkably long period from 1948 to 1994,
when viewed in terms of NOPI. For 1986 to 2001, the oil-GDP relationship is best explained
by either a 3-year NOPI or Lee et al.’s (1995) shock variable (Hamilton, 2003).
Ferderer (1996), successfully separated the GDP effects of price level changes and volatility
and found that both reduce output growth, although the effects occur over different time
periods over the subsequent year. Oil price volatility explains 22%— and price level only
9%— of the error for 24-month industrial production forecasts, (Ferderer, 1996, 23)
suggesting that volatility has more influence on growth. Hooker (1996, 205) confirmed these
results.
Although the issue of volatility versus price level as drivers of GDP loss is not fully resolved,
the significance of rising price volatility is becoming more widely accepted. Volatility
increases uncertainty about future oil prices that lead companies to postpone irreversible
investments. Volatility also disrupts labour markets. The oil-GDP relationship seems to be
non-linear and possibly asymmetric so that price increases matter “substantially more” than
decreases and the economy’s sensitivity to price changes seems to be dampened by previous
volatility (Hamilton, 2000, 25). While there is insufficient historic information to
demonstrate that one functional form is an unambiguously better predictor of GDP growth
than the other (Hamilton, 2000, 34), nonlinear representations (e.g. Lee et al., 1995 and
Hamilton, 1996) do seem superior.

Asymmetry— Concluding Ideas
One of the major remaining questions concerning the oil-GDP relationship is its “apparent”
asymmetry (Finn, 2000, 415). The idea that the oil price-GDP relationship is asymmetric may

have relevance to our point, which is that RE investments, which reduce the price of gas, and
in turn oil, will help avoid macroeconomic losses produced by the traditional oil-GDP
relationship. Although this outcome may be more limited if one believes that the oil-GDP
relationship is asymmetric, Leiby (2004) uses precisely this approach to argue for the benefits
of expanding the SPR (Strategic Petroleum Reserve).
While several researchers find that the Oil-GDP relationship has been asymmetric since the
mid 1980s, their conclusions are strongly contested by Tatom (1993), who argues
convincingly that if price decreases create little economic stimulus as asymmetry proponents
suggest, then an oil price rise which is later fully reversed will leave net effects that are not
neutral, but that closely resemble the effects of the initial price increase (Tatom, 1993, 11).
This proposition is indeed difficult to accept. The problem may well lie with the fact that
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some of the asymmetry proponents do not control for the effect of exogenous policies such as
the US 1986 Tax Reform Act, which reduced business investment. It is therefore quite likely
that the “failure of these studies to find symmetric effects” on US output arises from the
substantial negative influences of the 1986 tax change (Tatom, 1993).
Persistent oil price reductions, e.g. those produced by permanent demand reductions, could
have positive macroeconomic effects. Demand dislocation may however offset these positive
effects (Mory, 1993). Increased RE deployments could serve to reduce expected oil prices
and volatility, thereby producing positive GDP impacts. Our analysis involves RES-E
investments that reduce gas and oil prices. The effects we measure are based on avoided oil
price increases, thus reducing the importance of the asymmetry issue. Following Leiby
(2004), therefore, we express our results in terms of avoided GDP losses.

IV. Oil-GDP Implications for Renewables
The empirical evidence surveyed in the previous section clearly suggests that oil price
increases produce significant macroeconomic losses in oil consuming as well as oil exporting
countries. The oil-GDP relationship has wide ranging implications for a variety of issues
related to energy security (Awerbuch, 2004a), the benefit of increasing the Strategic
Petroleum Reserve (Leiby, 2004), and, as discussed in an earlier section, the appropriate
CAPM-based techniques for estimating electricity generating costs.
We suggest however, that there exists another set of implications, largely unrecognized, that
could profoundly affect how we value the additional public and private investments required
to commercialize and further deploy renewable technologies. In this section we suggest that
renewables investments can help mitigate
Accelerated RE Deployment
Figure 1
the economic losses produced by the oilDisplaced
GDP effect.
We explore whether
Gas-Fired Generation
renewables can actually mitigate these OilConsumer Savings
GDP losses to a sufficient degree so as to
Estimated
release at least a reasonable share of the
Lower Natural Gas Prices
by EIA and Others
funding required for their own further
deployment. If this were to be the case,
Gas-Oil Substitution Effect
then it could be argued that at least a
Lower Oil-Prices
portion of the outlays for RE investment (and possibly lower volatility)
would be directly offset by the release of
Oil-GDP elasticity estimates
economic wealth from avoided Oil-GDP
Avoided Oil-GDP
losses.
Macro-Economic Losses
The empirical evidence of the previous
Wealth Creation for
section clearly implies that such losses are
Further RE Investment
real, and that their avoidance will create
real wealth gains worldwide. To the extent this wealth creation may be more speculative or
abstract or future-oriented, however, it may not have the same political weight as a set of
current cash outlays for RE. Quite plainly, it will never be possible to demonstrate with
absolute certainty that by avoiding some share of oil outlays in a given year, we might avert a
given magnitude of GDP losses. Such a demonstration cannot be made because such an
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experiment can never be constructed. Nonetheless, it is essential for policymakers to
understand that the weight of the statistical evidence suggests this to be the case.
In the remainder of this section we demonstrate that the deployment of RE can release
substantial wealth that is now lost to the Oil-GDP effect, thereby helping to fund further RE
investments. We argue that increasing the RE share in the generating mix will serve to avoid
economic losses induced by the Oil-GDP relationship. We posit that this happens though a
straightforward set of drivers (Figure 1). First, increased RE penetration reduces demand for
gas, which reduces natural gas prices. A number of studies have recently estimated the
magnitude of this effect for the US as part of the American debate over a national renewables
portfolio standard (RPS). Lower gas prices in turn put pressure on oil prices, to the extent that
gas and residual oil are substitutes in a variety of industrial heating, co-firing and other
applications (e.g. Brown, 2003). Finally, the downward pressure on oil prices helps avoid
GDP losses by mitigating the consequences of the Oil-GDP effect. The linkages in Figure 1
can be summarized as:
Avoided GDP Losses = (% Oil Price Change) × (GDP Elasticity) × GDP

We discuss each of these coefficients, beginning with the percent change in oil price, which is
based on recent estimates of the extent to which RE deployment shifts demand for natural gas
and lowers its price. The effect represents a shift in demand, not a move along the demandcurve as further discussed subsequently.

Renewable Energy Shares and Natural Gas Prices:
US EIA Reference and RPS Cases
Gas Wellhead
Price $/Mcf
$3.50

RES-E Share
of Total Generation
25%

$3.00
20%
$2.50
15%

$2.00

RES-E Share-Reference
RES-E Share-RPS10%
RES-E Share-RPS20%
Gas Price: Referece
Gas Price RPS-10%
Gas Price RPS-20%

10%

$1.50
$1.00

5%
$0.50
$0.00

0%
1999

2004

2009

2014

2019

Figure 2 (Based on UCS, 2002b)
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The Impact of RE Deployment on Natural Gas and Oil Prices
The US-EIA and others estimate that additional RE shares in the US generating mix will
displace natural gas and hence reduce natural gas prices. These studies generally estimate the
effects of a nominal 10% or 20% RPS. Figure 2 illustrates the yearly estimates produced by
one of the studies (UCS, 2002b) in our sample. It shows the yearly RES-E additions over the
reference case for 10% and 20% RPS targets and the estimated gas prices reductions.
The gas price reductions estimated in these studies represents a shift in demand for natural gas
induced by the substitution of renewables for gas-fired generation. This differs from reduced
consumption along the existing natural gas demand-curve, a move that could only occur at a
higher price. The idea that deploying RE lowers gas prices also makes sense from a cost or
supply point of view. If the gas demand curve shifts to the left, (i.e. less quantity is
demanded) the cost of delivered gas will decline as marginal costs are reduced - in other
12
words, as more expensive gas fields and delivery modes are shut down.
The full sample of studies is summarized in Table 1, which estimates oil price reduction based
13
on estimated gas displacement rates coupled with long-term gas-oil correlation rates. On
average, a 5.1% RES-E increase over the reference case reduces gas prices by 4.2%, which
implies an 8.2% gas price reduction for a 10% RES-E increase. This, in turn, yields a 6.2%
oil price decrease, a figure that is applied in Table 5 (Panel I) to calculate avoided GDP
losses.
Table 1:
Additional RES-E Deployment: Estimated Gas and Oil Displacement and Price Effects

Reference Study
Union of Concerned Scientists
Feb 2002 10% RPS
Feb 2002 20% RPS
Sep 2002 10% RPS
March 2004 10% RPS
March 2004 20% RPS
Sep 2004 10% RPS
Sep 2004 20% RPS
US-Energy Information
Administration
2001 10% RPS (incl hydro)
2001 20% RPS (incl hydro)
2002 10% RPS
2002 10% RPS (high)
2002 20% RPS
2003 10% RPS
Averages

RES-E
Additions
Over
Reference
Case

Estimated Natural Gas Price
Reduction
Per 10%
Percent
RES-E
Increase

Resulting Oil Price Reductions
Long-term Gas-Oil Correlation
(ρ = 0.75)
Per 10%
Percent
RES-E
Increase

4.0%
9.2%
1.6%
1.9%
7.3%
3.3%
7.4%

-4.7%
-7.4%
-1.4%
-1.2%
-2.7%
-1.1%
-3.2%

-11.3%
-6.9%
-10.3%
-5.7%
-3.7%
-3.2%
-3.7%

-3.5%
-5.6%
-1.0%
-0.9%
-2.0%
-0.8%
-2.4%

-8.5%
-5.2%
-7.7%
-4.5%
-2.8%
-2.7%
-2.8%

4.4%
12.0%
2.9%
4.3%
5.9%
1.7%
5.1%

-5.2%
-12.5%
-3.0%
-4.9%
-6.5%
-0.5%
-4.2%

-11.5%
-10.6%
-10.1%
-13.6%
-11.4%
-3.9%
-8.2%

-3.9%
-9.4%
-2.2%
-3.7%
-4.9%
-0.4%

-8.7%
-7.9%
-7.6%
-10.2%
-8.5%
-2.9%
-6.2%

12

Wiser et al. (2004) give a graphic microeconomic analysis of this shift.
Given considerable year-to-year differences we apply the average of the yearly estimates in each
study. Wiser et al. (2004) also average the yearly results but produce a set of inverse price elasticities
that may differ from our annual impulse effects.
13
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Gas-Oil Links
Long-term oil-gas correlations
U.S. and EU Fossil Prices
Natural Gas
Crude Oil
for the US and EU are quite
$/Mcf
$/BBL
US Crude Oil
$40
$6
high— in the range of 0.70 for
EU Crude Oil Import
the 1973–2003 and even higher
$35
$5
US Natural Gas
for more recent periods (Table
$30
EU Natural Gas
CRUDE OIL
$4
2). Brown (2003) concludes that
$25
oil and natural gas prices have
$20
$3
tracked each other over long
$15
$2
periods because gas and oil are
$10
substitutes
in
industrial
$1
NATURAL GAS
14
$5
applications.
Figure
2
$0
$0
illustrates this co-movement in
1973
1978
1983
1988
1993
1998
2003
both the US and the EU.
Increased
fuel-switching
Figure 3: US and EU Fossil Prices
capability will likely continue
into the future, thereby continuing high gas-oil correlations that have recently again
“tightened” (Business Journals, 2004) as illustrated in Table 2. As a result of oil-gas
substitution, lower natural gas prices will tend to push oil prices down (Brown, 2003; Brown
and Yücel, 2002). The long-term gas-oil correlations provide the basis for one of the avoided
GDP loss estimates (Table 5, Panel 1) as discussed later.
Table 5 also shows a set of avoided GDP loss
estimates that do not rely on a gas-to-oil link but
instead are based on an estimated gas-GDP effect.
The GDP consequences of natural gas prices
movements have not been widely studied, although
Brown (2003) presents some estimates for the US.
Measured oil price shock effects may actually
represent the “combined effects” of oil and gas
price changes (ibid.) and a “rough approximation”
of a natural-gas shock effect might be about 40% of
15
an oil shock effect.

Table 2
Oil - Gas Price Correlations
Period
1973-2003
1990-2003
1997-2003

US

a/

0.70
0.79
0.86

EU

b/
c/

0.71
0.76
0.75

a/ EIA, Monthly Energy Review, Sep 2004;
b/ IEA, Average Crude Oil Import Costs, Aug,
2004; Natutral Gas Information Book, 2004
c/ 1980-2003

14

Brown (2003) finds that as a result of strong US demand for gas, the historic gas-oil price rule, i.e.
Henry Hub gas price per mmBtu approximates one-tenth the per/barrel price of West Texas
Intermediate, may have been recently exceeded.
15

This yields a US GDP loss of 0.6%–2.1%.
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Oil-GDP Elasticity Estimates
Table 3: Recently Estimated Oil Price-Shock Effects

RE deployment displaces gas-based
generation, which reduces natural gas
prices. This puts downward pressure on
oil prices through the substitution effect
as discussed in the last section and
mitigates costly Oil-GDP losses. This
section summarizes the empirical GDP
elasticity estimates, defined as the
percentage change in GDP relative to the
percentage oil price change. Recent OilGDP elasticity estimates for various
countries (Table 3) range from a high of
9.8% in France (a doubling in oil price
reduces GDP 9.8%) to 2.4% in Greece.

Oil Importers

Oil Exporters

GDP
GDP
Country Elasticity a/
Country Elasticity a/
Taiwan
-8.4%
Indonesia
-4.3%
Hong Kong
-6.5%
Malaysia
-5.6%
Japan
-5.8%
Norway
5.1%
South Korea
-8.7%
-3.6% b/
Philippines
Singapore
-4.2%
Thailand
-8.4%
France
-9.8%
Germany
-8.1%
Greece
-2.4%
U.K.
-3.8%
Average
-6.3%
Average
-1.6%
a. GDP change for Oil-Price Doubling
b. Statistically Insignificant
Source: Leiby, 2004

Our review of recent studies (Table 4) suggests an average Oil-GDP elasticity of 7.3%, which
compares to a 6.4% figure reported by Jones et al. (2004), and a 4.9% average reported 10
years earlier by Mory (1993).
Table 4: Summary of Estimated GDP Elasticities
Reference

Period
Studied Region/Comment

Analytic
Form

GDP Elasticity

Pre 1986 Oil price collapse
1 Darby (1982)
2 Darby (1982)

1973-76
1973-76

3
4
5
6

1973-80
1961-82
1948-72
1982-86

Hamilton (1983)
Gisser-Goodwin (1986)
Hooker (1996)
Hickman et al. (1987)

For the U.S.
Average of US, UK, Canada, France, Germany,
Italy, Japan, Netherlands
Sum of impulse responses
10% increase: -0.6% in 3rd and 4th Q
Average of 14 models

log-regression
log-regression
Granger

-0.021
-0.075
-0.231
-0.110

Granger

-0.054

Average Pre-1986 Elasticities

-9.8%

Including 1986 Oil Price collapse
7 Mork (1989)
8 Mory (1993)
9 Mork et al. (1994)

1949-88
1951-90
1967-92

10 Mork et al. (1994)

1967-92

11 Lee et al. (1995)a/

1950-93

12 Huntington (1998)a/

1949-93

13 J-L-P (2004) based on
Papapetrou (2001)
14 J-L-P (2004) based on
Hamilton (2003)
15 J-L-P (2004)

1989-99

16 IEA (2004) b/

1947-98
1947-98

For US oil price increases only
For US price increases only
Average for US, Japan, Germany, France, UK
increases only
Sum of 24 monthly impulse responses using oil
shock variable = 0.65
2nd year GDP effect = -.0135, based on 10%
energy price increase
Elasticity = Sum of 24 impulse responses for
Greece
Impulse response coefficients 3-year NOPI

regression
regression
Multivariate
correlations
Multivariate
correlations
VAR

-0.144
-0.055
-0.054
-0.060

regression
VAR

Impulse response coefficients based on
Hamilton (2003) using Lee et al. shock variable
$10 (40%) increase yields 0.5% multi-year world Modeling
GDP decrease totaling $255 Bill.

Average Elasticity for Periods Including 1986
Leiby (2004) Average of 26 Studies

-0.027
-0.116
-0.054

-7.3%
-6.4%

a. Lee et al. (1995) obtain very high results; Huntington reflects energy (not oil) price increases; following
Jones et al., (2004) we omit both from the averages.
b. Oil prices were about $25; a $10 increase represents a 40% change
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The GDP effect of an assumed 10% oil price increase can now be estimated using the average
7.3% elasticity estimate of Table 4 and the US (or EU) 2003 GDP of about $11,000 billion:
Avoided GDP Loss = %OilPriceChange × GDP Elasticity × GDP

=
10%
×
7.3%
× $11,000 billion
= $80.3 billion
A 10% oil price increase produces GDP losses in the range of
Gross Domestic Product
$80 billion in the EU and the US.
We are interested, however, in the Oil-GDP consequences of
increased RE deployment. In the next sub-section we present a
range of estimates, which we then compare to the EREC and G8
estimates of required RE investments to meet EU and other
targets. In general, we find that RE investments produce GDP
loss mitigations equalling at least 30% of their own value.

Region

GDP
(USD $Bill.)

U.S.
EU-25
OECD
World

$10,882
$10,970
$18,659
$36,356

Source: World Bank, World Development
Indicators Database, Sep-2004

Avoided Oil-GDP Losses as Offsets for RE Investments
Table 5 gives the estimated avoided permanent GDP losses for a 10% increase in RE
16
deployment in the US, the EU-15, the OECD and the world. These estimates are based on
the range of values for GDP elasticity and oil price reductions discussed in the previous two
sub-sections. The results are reasonable to the extent that gas displacement rates are similar
to those estimated for the US (see Table 1).
Table 5:
Avoided GDP Losses for 10% RE Addition a/

GDP Elasticity Measure

Avoided Loss Estimation
GDP
Oil Price
Avoided
Elasticity
Reduction
GDP Loss

PANEL I: Long Term Oil-Gas Correlation
Pre-1986 Average
-9.8%
1986 Inclusive Average
-7.3%
Leiby (2004) Average
-6.4%

-6.2%
-6.2%
-6.2%

PANEL II: Using Gas-Only GDP Elasticity
Gas-only
Elasticity b/
Pre-1986 Average
-3.9%
1986 Inclusive Average
-2.9%
Leiby (2004) Average
-2.6%

Gas Price
Reduction
-8.4%
-8.4%
-8.4%

a. Based on US-EIA RES-E targets
b. 40% of Oil-GDP elasticity

Avoided GDP Losses
(USD $billions)
US

EU-15

OECD

World

0.60%
0.45%
0.39%
Averages

$66
$49
$43
$53

$67
$49
$43
$53

$113
$84
$74
$90

$221
$164
$144
$176

Avoided
GDP Loss
0.33%
0.24%
0.21%
Averages

$36
$27
$23
$29

$36
$27
$23
$29

$61
$45
$40
$49

$119
$89
$78
$95

Overall Average

$41

$41

$70

$136

Table 5 shows calculations for two assumed gas–oil substitution price effects. Panel I is
based on the long-term gas-oil correlation, taken as 0.75, which yields an average 6.2% oil
price reduction in response to a 10% RE deployment (see Table 1). Panel II gives a second
set of oil price reduction estimates based on the gas-only elasticities discussed previously.
16

We use EU-15 data for subsequent comparison with other estimates.
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The Avoided GDP Losses in Panel I suggest that if the oil-gas price co-movements of the last
30 years continue, a 10% increase in RE deployment produces avoided GDP losses ranging
from about $43 billion to about $66 billion for the US and the EU, $74–113 billion for the
OECD and $144– $221 billion globally. The average estimate for the four regions is $53
billion for the US, and EU, $90 billion for the OECD and $176 billion for the world economy.
Panel II uses the direct gas-only GDP effect suggested by Brown (2003), which yields a set of
avoided GDP losses in response to a 10% RE deployment that average about $29 billion for
the US and EU, $49 billion for the OECD and $95 billion globally.
EU and OECD Renewable Electricity Targets
These avoided loss estimates are sizeable relative to projected investment requirements for
additional RE deployment in the OECD and Europe. An IEA-led G8 Task Force estimated a
10-year public investment in OECD countries of approximately USD $90–$120 billion to
17
achieve an 8.6% RES-E share. This range, which averages $105 billion, converts to $159
billion for a 10% RE share (Table 6), which compares to $49–$90 billion in avoided GDP
losses ($70 billion average) shown for the OECD in Table 5. The analysis therefore suggests
18
that 43% of the projected G8 outlay for RES-E is offset by avoided GDP losses.
Table 6
Summary of Estimated RE Investment Requirements
and Avoided GDP Offsets
Source

Nominal
Target

G8
8.6%
(OECD) 1997-2010

Res-E
Additions

Projected
Outlaya/

Outlay for 10%
RES-E Addition
Billion Billion
Euros
USD

Average
GDP Offset
Billion
%
USD

TW

%

Billions

170

6.6%

$ 105

-

$ 159

$ 70

43%

€ 62

€ 86

$ 108

$ 41

38%

€ 197

€ 103

$ 129

$ 41

32%

12%
2001-10
287 7.2%
20%
778 19.0%
2001-20
a. Excludes non-generating renewables
EREC/
EWEA
(EU-15)

The European Renewable Energy Council, (EREC, 2004) also projects RE deployment needs
19
and cost for the EU-15 2010 and 2020 targets. We reduced these outlays by 44% in order to
17

Electricity capacity in developed countries exceeds 1.8 million MW, of which 40,000 MW (2%) is
renewable. The World Energy Outlook 2000 (IEA, 2000) projects that OECD countries could increase
their renewables generating share to 8.6% by 2010 (590 TWh), which the G8 estimates would require
160,000 to 180,000 MW of renewables (excluding large hydro), representing capital investments of
US $90–$120 billion. This averages $105 billion and, by our reckoning, $560–$660 per kW.
18
This offset may be a bit high, although the G8’s assumed deployment costs— about $600/kW—
may be optimistic. Also, OECD gas displacement rates may be lower than the US rates we use.
19
EREC’s numbers refer to investments for all renewables needed to reach the EU-15 targets of 12%
by 2010, 20% by 2020. It estimates that to meet total EU-15 targets of 12% and 20%, RE shares
would have to increase from 15.1% in 2000 to 22% in 2010 and 34% in 2020 (EREC, 2004). The
associated investment costs are €140 billion for 2001-2010 and €303 billion for 2011-2020, which
yields €443 billion for the 2001-2020 period. This includes the costs of all renewables for other than
electricity generation. We reduce these outlays by 44% to account for outlays for non-generation
renewables.
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remove investments associated with heat and other non-generating uses of renewables and
estimate the EREC required investment for RES-E additions at €62 billion for the 12% target,
which involves a 7.2% RES-E addition (Table 6). We adjust this value to yield €103 billion,
the required outlay for a 10% RES-E addition (€62×10%/7.2% = €86 billion). Based on the
Table 5 results, this investment would be offset by average avoided GDP losses averaging $41
billion or 38% of the projected outlays. EREC’s 2020 investment projections require an
electricity-only investment of €197 billion (Table 6), which produces an offset estimate of
32%.
The analysis of this section, using G8 and EREC projections, therefore suggests that 32%–
43% of future EU and OECD outlays for renewables electricity may be offset by avoided
macroeconomic losses induced by the GDP-oil effect.
Additional Issues
All our estimates ignore timing differences between outlays and avoided losses. Moreover
since RE investments are not made lump-sum, but rather are stretched out over a decade or
two, these comparisons further assume that the annual “impulse effects” (Jones et al., 2004)
of the RE investment streams can reasonably be reflected by a single total GDP elasticity
effect. By not explicitly dealing with each annual change, we may underestimate the full
effect.
Finally, we treat avoided Oil-GDP losses as a one-time effect (per Jones et al., 2004) thereby
ignoring the possibility that a lower demand for oil may produce a perpetuity of annual
impulse effects whose societal present value may greatly exceed its one-time elasticity effect.
To illustrate, a perpetual $10 billion benefits stream, valued at a 2% societal discount rate,
produces a sizeable present value of $10/0.02 = $500 billion. We leave these issues for
further research, and conclude that even if GDP loss is treated as a one-time effect, at least a
significant portion of RE investment seems to be offset by avoided economic losses.
Assuming that our estimates are reasonably correct, this creates a sizeable externality for RE
and other non-fossil sources that has to date been entirely ignored.
Every MW of energy efficiency and non-fossil generating technology thus creates a GDP
externality by helping society avoid oil-induced macro-economic losses. Investors cannot
recoup the full measure of this effect, which accrues to all members of society. As a
consequence they may under-invest in these technologies, a situation that could be remedied
with tax credits or certificate trading programs. Although detailed KW-based GDP loss
estimates are beyond our present scope, we roughly estimate that on average, a KW of non20
fossil generating technology potentially avoids $250–$450 in GDP losses.
This is not
spread uniformly across technologies, and we further estimate that the offset is worth about
$200/kW for wind and solar (23% capacity factor) and almost $800/kW for geothermal,
biomass and nuclear (92% capacity factor). The societal valuation of non-fossil alternatives
needs to reflect these avoided GDP loss values since they create a benefit not fully captured
by private investors.

20

These figures are developed from projected generation additions. Similar calculation using EIA
projected capacity figures yields an average range of $400–$800 per KW of renewables.
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V. Conclusions
This paper discusses three important energy policy issues related to the Oil-GDP relationship:
i) its direct effects on the proper estimation of generating costs for renewable and
conventional technologies; ii) its consequences for a set of reconceptualized energy security
and diversity objectives, and finally, iii) its effect on the societal valuation of renewables to
the extent that RE investments may displace gas and oil thereby reducing their market price
and volatility, which in turn helps avoid Oil-GDP driven economic losses.

Microeconomic and Finance Implications of the Oil-GDP Relationship
The macroeconomic Oil-GDP relationship has a microeconomic analogue. Future fossil price
streams— e.g. future gas outlays for electricity generation, show a negative beta, the standard
finance covariance risk measure. This implies that they are systematically risky, which is
another way of saying that fossil price fluctuations are not random, but are statistically high
when GDP growth and the value of other assets are low.
This has several implications. First, it implies that traditional electricity generating cost
estimates significantly understate the true economic cost of fossil-based generation. Financeoriented, risk-adjusted estimates suggest that the cost of gas-fired generation is at least 50%
higher than widely believed. Further, the negative beta estimates imply that fossil fuel price
spikes have a double whammy effect for consumers. They not only drive up the cost of
everything from driving to switching on the lights, but they also produce measurable declines
in consumers' wealth–– higher energy prices eventually lower their incomes and the value of
their homes and other assets. Finally, the negative Oil-GDP relationship implies the need for
new energy security concepts that stress the design of optimal generating portfolios that avoid
needless exposure to fossil price risk.
As a matter of urgency, policy makers must understand that one of the principal implications
of the negative Oil-GDP relationship is that traditional fossil-based electricity cost estimates
are significantly understated relative to renewables and other non-fossil technologies.

Societal Valuation: Renewables Investment Costs and the Oil-GDP Relationship
In addition to the microeconomic consequences of the oil-GDP effect, it is equally important
that policy makers understand the impact of fossil price movements on national economies.
We suggest that such Oil-GDP induced losses can be significantly reduced through
investments in renewable energy and other non-fossil alternatives.
We present a range of estimates. At upper end, these produce surprisingly high benefit
measures that almost suggest that RE investing is the financial equivalent of a perpetual
21
motion machine in the sense that the greater the RE deployment, the more GDP loss is
avoided through the Oil-GDP effect. Indeed, if avoided macroeconomic losses we estimate
21

Brealey and Myers (1995) refer to this as a “money machine.”
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can be interpreted as perpetual benefit streams, then our upper-range estimates imply that
desired world RES-E target attainment can be virtually levitated on the back of an exploited
oil-GDP relationship.
Experience suggests that such powerful relationships, if they occur in an economy, do not last
indefinitely. We would therefore guess that as RE is deployed in substantial quantities, so
that significant shares of natural gas and oil are displaced, Oil-GDP elasticities would become
smaller thereby diminishing the effect over time. This issue deserves further attention. In the
meantime, we feel reasonably confident that we can expect the GDP elasticities and other
technical coefficients we applied to remain relatively stable over the fairly small range we
examined. This range, which covers expected 10%–20% RES-E deployments, potentially
reduces gas and oil prices by less than 10%, which in turn avoids GDP losses in the order of
0.6%, or about $30–$50 billion in the US and EU and $50–$90 billion for the OECD. These
conclusions, which we believe are amply supported by the empirical literature, suggest that
one-third or more of renewables investments in these regions may be offset by avoided GDP
losses.
Empirical evidence on the Oil-GDP effect has been developing over the last 25 years, in some
three dozen or more studies, conducted in both western and eastern countries by academic and
other research organizations, NGOs, as well as multi-lateral entities. This evidence
convincingly suggests that rising oil prices and their volatility produce negative
macroeconomic consequences including reduced output and employment, increased inflation,
and a loss to financial and other assets. The negative Oil-GDP relationship is by now widely
accepted, although questions remain. For example, oil price increases are usually
accompanied by monetary policy responses that can exacerbate the effects. The weight of the
evidence however suggests that while monetary policy plays a role, the “division of
responsibility, between monetary policy and price shocks,” as Jones et al. (2004) put it, has
leaned heavily toward the latter.
Given the political realities, our findings, though reasonable and sound, may not provide a
sufficient platform for policy making. Avoided GDP losses enhance economic performance
thereby raising tax revenues. Nonetheless, the source of the additional wealth cannot be
directly attributed to the GDP effect, which renders the added tax revenues politically more
ambiguous. Simply put, Oil-GDP induced wealth does not conveniently form itself into
resource pools that policy makers can “earmark” to support renewables and other non-fossil
technologies. And although the empirical coefficients we use are amply supported in the
literature, Oil-GDP induced wealth gains are by their nature more speculative and future
oriented. In view of these potential hurdles, we urge policy makers to further verify the issues
we present and then, if warranted, implement them through a system of Oil-GDP credits,
certificates or similar vehicle.
The Oil-GDP relationship has generally been stable over the last half century. While
questions remain about its linearity and possible asymmetry, we do not believe these
significantly affect the general message of our analysis: that required investments to deploy
RE are significantly offset by avoided Oil-GDP losses. Using US-EIA forecasts, we
approximate that our offset estimates translate to an average avoided loss in the range of
$350/kW of additional renewables in the US and EU. If supported by further research, this
presents possibly the most powerful economic driver for further RE investments to date.
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